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LESSON 3
Contrast / Take it!

This lesson introduces some more words, including verbs; shows how to 
use the ‘contrast’ suffix, including in some answers to yes/no questions.

Vocabulary

Garay Words

dhiyamala! pick up!
wiimala! put down!
garriya! don’t!

badjigal* bicycle
giidjaa ant (small, black)
bandaarr kangaroo (grey)
barran boomerang
girrinil door
murru bum
muru nose
yarral stone/coin
budjigarr* cat
=bala* contrast clitic

*There is further information on =bala later in this lesson.

*Badjigal an adaptation of ‘bicycle’ into the GY sound system. GY, like 
most Australian Indigenous languages, does not have fricatives, sounds 
made by forcing the air through a narrow opening in the mouth: ‘s, v, f, z, 
sh’, etc. Often these become dh or dj in GY.
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*Budjigarr is from English pussycat. b in GY can be pronounced ‘p’ or 
‘b’, but is more often ‘b’. GY d can be pronounced ‘d’ or ‘t’, so you might 
expect ‘d’ at the end of the word, but d is never found at the end of a GY 
word, but rr is, and it can sound like d.

Pronunciation
r and rr

In GY the letter r represents a similar sound to English ‘r’. rr in GY is 
a different sound. When speaking carefully it is trilled like Italian or 
Scottish ‘r’. You may need practise to get this sound. Until you do, use r. 
The words murru and muru show it is important to distinguish between 
r and rr.

rr is a ‘digraph’, two adjacent letters representing one sound. Other 
examples are dh, nh, ny in Gamilaraay, ‘sh’, ‘ch’ in English.

There is some variation in the pronunciation of rr at the end of a word. 
It can be ‘trilled’, or in more casual speech it can sound like the English ‘d’ 
or ‘t’ at the end of a word. Listen to Fred Reece’s different pronunciations of 
yinarr ‘woman’ on Gayarragi, Winangali, sentence 927. Some variation in 
pronunciation is normal in any language, but generally people are not aware 
of it – they are focusing on the content of the message, not the sound. If you 
listen carefully you will hear many different pronunciations of words and 
phrases – differences that you otherwise do not notice. When I pay attention, 
I hear many variations in the pronunciation of ‘Australia’ and ‘am going to’, 
for instance. And we are more aware of differences in pronunciation in 
languages we are learning than in languages we use every day.

Grammar
Remember, grammar is the patterns of a language. It is very easy for new 
learners to use the patterns of the language they are familiar with, such 
as English, when using a new language. To speak Gamilaraay relaxedly 
you need to learn the patterns and practise them until you can use them 
without thinking about them.

In ‘fully alive’ languages such as Māori or Italian you can start from what 
people say. You can ask people ‘does this work?’ or ‘How do I say this in 
your language?’ That option does not exist in Gamilaraay. We can look at 
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the historical GY materials we have, but often they do not give an answer, 
so for Gamilaraay to become fully functional other ways will need to be 
found to answer those questions.

Word order

The word order in Gamilaraay, and in Aboriginal languages in general, is 
very variable (see Dictionary, p. 322; Giacon, 2017, p. 347 and elsewhere). 
In many instances what is to be emphasised, or what is new information, 
goes first. Below are two translations of ‘Pick up the boomerang!’, the first 
emphasising the object, the second emphasising the action:

Barran dhiyamala!
Dhiyamala barran!

The most common word order in simpler sentences is verb last. Other 
rules such as ‘question words first, pronouns second’ are covered later 
in this course. There are also more complex patterns in sentences not 
discussed here (see Giacon, 2017, p. 350). 

=bala
You can look at the examples that include =bala first, or you might like 
to read this explanation first.

Gamilaraay uses lots of suffixes.

(It will be simpler in the long run if you can get used to some technical 
words about language, like ‘suffix’, but if that puts you off pass over this 
section, for now at least.)

Suffix: A suffix is a bit attached to the end of a word. The bits underlined 
are suffixes.

walked running happiness inspection
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=bala is a special type of suffix that attaches to the first word in a phrase 
(mostly). This sort of suffix is called a clitic. The = sign is used to signal 
a clitic. Suffixes that are not clitics have a dash ‘-’ at the start. For more 
about clitics look up Wikipedia, linguistic books, or www.sil.org/
linguistics/GlossaryOfLinguisticTerms/. These articles are quite technical.

A simple description, sufficient for now, is that =bala is used when the 
focus of attention changes, when there is a change in what is being talked 
about. The next sentences show an English example, then ‘yes’ and ‘no’ 
answers to questions, with =bala used when the answer is a negative.

‘Is that ant?’ ‘No, it=bala is a cat.’ or ‘No=bala, it is a cat.’

(Both patterns are found and, so far, we don’t know the difference 
in meaning.)

Giidjaa nhama?
ant that?
Is that an ant?

Yawu, giidjaa nhama.
yes, ant that
Yes, that is an ant.

Gamil, budjigarr=bala=nha. (See Lesson 4 for =nha)
no, cat=bala=it.
No, it’s a cat.

Gamil=bala, budjigarr nhama.
no=bala, cat it.
No, it’s a cat.

Yaama nhama nguu?
question book that
Is that a book?

Yawu, nguu nhama.
yes, book that
Yes, that is a book.

Yaama nhama nguu?
question book that
Is that a book?

http://www.sil.org/linguistics/GlossaryOfLinguisticTerms/
http://www.sil.org/linguistics/GlossaryOfLinguisticTerms/
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Gamil, baadhal=bala nhama.
no, bottle-but that
No, that is a bottle.

Gamil=bala, baadhal nhama.
no, bottle-but that
No, that is a bottle.

Biiba nhama?
paper that
Is that paper?

Yawu, biiba nhama.
yes, paper that
Yes, that is paper.

Biiba nhama?
paper that
Is that paper?

Gamil=bala, girrinil nhama.
no, door that
No, that is the door.

Gamil, girrinil=bala nhama.
no, door that
No, that is the door.

Some traditional examples have =bala twice:

Gamil=bala, girrinil=bala nhama.
no, door that
No, that is the door.

The = has been used to help you see the separate parts of the word. 
Generally, it will be left out (girrinilbala instead of girrinil=bala).

=bala is also used in other contrast situations, where it is quite common 
on nhalay.

The following examples are based on ones in the Yuwaalaraay tapes of 
Arthur Dodd and Fred Reece (see Appendix 1), so use new vocabulary.
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Ngaarrima burrul, nhalaybala gaay.
that(distant) big, this=bala small
That one is bigger than this one.

Nhama=bala nginu bilaarr, nhalay=bala ngay.
that=bala your spear, this=bala mine
That is your spear and this is mine.

Nhalay=bala ngay dhinggaa, ngaarrima=bala nginu dhinggaa.
this=bala my meat, that(distant)=bala your meat
This is my meat and that is yours.

Gilaa (Galah) and Wuulaa (Frilled Lizard) had a boomerang-throwing 
contest in which Gilaa was hit on the head by a boomerang, the blood 
then flowing down his/her chest. After talking about Wuulaa becoming 
covered in prickles, the story continues:

Nhalay=bala=nga Gilaa, guway-baraay=bala biri yanaylanha.
This=bala=then Galah, blood-with=bala chest walks/is. (has a bloody chest)
And so the Galah now has a bloody, a red, chest.

=bala is also relatively common on Minya. Below an adapted section from 
tape 3219B. Here =bala is used because people are comparing their ‘meat’. 
(‘Meat’ here is used of a person’s totem. In GY it can also be used for other 
social divisions, which are called a person’s ‘skin’ in much of Australia.)

A: Dhulii=bala ngaya dhinggaa.
Sand.goanna=bala I meat
My meat is Sand Goanna.
Minya=bala nginda?
What=bala you.
What is yours?

B: Bigibila=bala ngaya. Bigibila mari.
Porcupine=bala I. Porcupine murri.
I am a porcupine blackfellow.

In tape 3994A =bala is used in circumstances where any contrast is not 
obvious.

Minya=bala nginda guwaay?
What=bala you said?
What did you say?
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Commands

In previous lessons you learnt the commands:

ngamila! look!
winangala! listen!
garay guwaala! speak!
bawila! sing!
yulunga! dance!
dhiyamala! pick up!
wiimala! put down!

Below are some longer sentences including command words, aka 
imperatives.

Dhiyamala barran! Wiimala barran!
Pick up the boomerang. Put down the boomerang.

Barran dhiyamala. Wiimala barran.
Pick up the boomerang. Put down the boomerang.

Remember an important rule about word order. If there is a more 
important bit of information, it generally comes first. For example, if 
there are a number of objects on the table (barran ‘boomerang’, biiba 
‘paper’ and wiyayl ‘pen’), you can emphasise it is the pen you want picked 
up by putting wiyayl first.

Wiyayl dhiyamala.
Pick up the pen.

If the person is holding a pen, then the only thing they can put down is 
the pen, so the main information in ‘Put down the pen’ is ‘put down’, 
so that will come first.

Wiimala wiyayl.
Put the pen down.
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Negative commands: Don’t!
You can make a negative command by putting garriya as the first word.

The earliest version of these lessons used gamil for this, to simplify 
things. While gamil is rarely found in negative commands, garriya is 
much more common.

Garriya dhiyamala barran!
Garriya barran dhiyamala!
Don’t pick up the boomerang.

Garriya dhiyamala barran! with dhiyamala first after the garriya, 
emphasises that you don’t want the other person to do the action, to pick 
up (but maybe they can do something else).

Garriya barran dhiyamala! with barran first after the garriya emphasises 
that you don’t want the other person to pick up the boomerang 
(but maybe they can pick up something else).

Winangala, garriya=bala garay guwaala. Listen, don’t talk.
Winangala, garriyabala bawila. Listen, don’t sing.
Bawila, garriya=bala garay guwaala. Sing, don’t talk.
Biibabiiba ngamila, garriyabala bawila. Look at the book, don’t sing.

Practice

=bala
In pairs, greet one another, then point to an object and ask a question: 
e.g. point to your eye and say:

A: Yaama Billy. Hi Billy.
M: Gamil=bala, Mary. No, it’s Mary.
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A: Madja Mary. Apologies Mary.
A: Bina? Is this an ear?
M: Gamil, Mil=bala. No, it’s an eye.
A: aa, Mil nhama. Yaluu Mary. Oh, it’s an eye. See you Mary.
M: Baayandhu Alan. See you Alan.

Or tell a person to do something, they do the wrong thing, and you 
correct them.

X: Y, barran dhiyamala. Y, pick up the boomerang. Y picks 
up the pen.

X: Gamil wiyayl, barranbala. Not the pen, the boomerang.
X: Gaba. Good.

It is good if you can come up with other ways of practising. It is good to 
check with the teacher since when you try something new you may not be 
aware of the GY rules that apply to that situation.

Commands

Move around the room, greet people and tell them what to do. 
(The greetings are not included in the following text.)

Abdul: Kim, wiyayl dhiyamala. Kim, pick up the 
pen. 

(Kim does it)

Abdul: Gaba, nguu dhiyamala. Good, pick up the 
book. 

(Kim looks 
at it)

Abdul: Garriya ngamila nguu, 
dhiyamala=bala=nha.

Don’t look at the 
book, pick it up.

(Kim picks 
up book)

Kim: Abdul, Mary winangala. Listen to Mary. (Abdul does)
Kim: Gaba Abdul. Gamilaraay 

guwaala.
Good Abdul, speak 
Gamilaraay. 

(Abdul sings)

Kim: Gamil Abdul. Garriyabala 
bawila, Gamilaraay guwaala.

No Abdul. Don’t 
sing, talk Gamilaraay.

(Notice the different uses of gamil and garriya in the last line.)
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One person at a time does an action, the rest of the class tells them to 
stop it.

Class: Abdul, garriya bawila. Abdul, don’t sing.

Winangala, garay guwaala, yawala. 
Listen, say and read.

Answers with ‘no’

The different possible answers take a while to get used to, so here are more 
examples, and there are more in the extra text for this lesson.

Q. Yaama nhama giidjaa? Is that an ant?

Here are four different answers:

A. Gamilbala. No.
A. Gamil nhama giidjaa. That is not an ant.
A. Gamil, gamil nhama giidjaa. No, that is not an ant.
A. Gamil, yarralbala=nha. No, that is a coin.

Q. Yaama nhama dhaadhaa? Is that grandfather?

Here are seven different answers:

A1. Yawu. Yes.
A2. Dhaadhaa nhama. That’s grandfather.
A3. Yawu, dhaadhaa nhama. Yes, that’s grandfather.
A4. Gamil. No.
A5. Gamilbala nhama dhaadhaa. That is not grandfather.
A6. Gamilbala, gamil=nha dhaadhaa. No, that is not grandfather.
A7. Gamil, badhiibala nhama. No, it’s grandmother.

(Note: Previous versions often had nhama as the third word in the sentence 
or clause. This does not seem to happen in the limited number of such 
sentences in the sources.)
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Here are commands with Lesson 3 words.

Dhiyamala yarral! Pick up the coin/stone!
Yarral dhiyamala! Pick up the coin/stone!
Badjigal dhiyamala! Pick up the bike.
Yarral wiimala! Put down the coin/stone!
Wiimala yarral! Put down the coin/stone!
Badjigal wiimala! Put down the bike.
Giidjaa ngamila! Look at the ant.
Ngamila bandaarr! Look at the kangaroo.
Girrinil winangala! Listen to the door.

Next, some negative commands:

Garriya dhiyamala yarral! Don’t pick up the coin/stone!
Garriya yarral dhiyamala! Don’t pick up the coin/stone!
Garriya badjigal dhiyamala! Don’t pick up the bike.
Garriya yarral wiimala! Don’t put the coin/stone down!
Garriya wiimala yarral! Don’t put down the coin/stone!
Garriya badjigal wiimala! Don’t put down the bike.
Garriya giidjaa ngamila! Don’t look at the ant.
Garriya ngamila bandaarr! Don’t look at the kangaroo.
Garriya girrinil winangala! Don’t listen to the door.

Some more sentences:

?Biiba nhama? Is that paper?
Yawu, biiba nhama. Yes, that is paper.
?Biiba nhama? Is that paper?
Gamil, nhalaybala baadhal. No, this is a bottle.
Yaama nhama gali? Is that water?
Yawu, gali nhama. Yes, that is water.
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Yaama nhama gali? Is that water?
Gamil, burumabala nhama. No, that is a dog.

Winangala, biibabiiba nhama. Listen, that is a book.

Dhigaraa nhama? Is that a bird?
Yawu, dhigaraa nhama. Yes, that is a bird.
Dhigaraa nhama? Is that a bird?
Gamil, nguubala nhama. No, that is a book.
Minyabala nhamalay? What is that?
Wilbaarr nhama ngay. That is my car.

Badjigal dhiyamala!
Dhiyamala badjigal! Pick up the bike!
Giidjaa dhiyamala!
Dhiyamala giidjaa! Pick up the ant!
Bandaarr dhiyamala!
Dhiyamala bandaarr! Pick up the kangaroo!
Barran dhiyamala!
Dhiyamala barran! Pick up the boomerang!
Girrinil dhiyamala!
Dhiyamala girrinil! Pick up the door!
Yarral dhiyamala!
Dhiyamala yarral! Pick up the stones/coins!
Badjigal wiimala!
Wiimala badjigal! Put the bike down!
Giidjaa wiimala!
Wiimala giidjaa! Put the ant down!
Bandaarr wiimala!
Wiimala bandaarr! Put the kangaroo down!
Barran wiimala!
Wiimala barran! Put the boomerang down!
Girrinil wiimala!
Wiimala girrinil! Put the door down!
Yarral wiimala!
Wiimala yarral! Put the stones/coins down!
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Garriya barran dhiyamala!
Garriya dhiyamala barran!
Don’t pick up the boomerang!

Garriya yarral dhiyamala!
Garriya dhiyamala yarral!
Don’t pick up the money/coins!

Garriya badjigal wiimala!
Garriya wiimala badjigal!
Don’t put the bike down!

Garriya yarral wiimala!
Garriya wiimala yarral!
Don’t put the money/coins down!

Garriya barran dhiyamala!
Dhiyamalabala giidjaa!
Don’t pick up the boomerang!
Pick up the ant!

Garriya yarral dhiyamala!
Barranbala dhiyamala!
Don’t pick up the money/coins!
Pick up the boomerang!

Garriya wiyayl dhiyamala!
Dhiyamalabala biiba!
Don’t pick up the pen!
Pick up the paper!

Garriya dhuru dhiyamala!
Burumabala dhiyamala!
Don’t pick up the snake!
Pick up the dog!







This text is taken from Wiidhaa: An Introduction to Gamilaraay, 
by John Giacon, published 2020 by ANU Press, The Australian 

National University, Canberra, Australia.




